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About This Game

Galaxy Annihilation is a shoot'em up where we need to protect the planet earth from an impending alien attack.

- 3 difficulties (easy, normal, hard).
- 31 missions.

- survival mode.
- 4 worlds.
- 15 ships.

- 12 weapons.
- 13 powerups.

- many permanent upgrades to unlock.
- 8 bosses.

- 14 achievements to unlock.
And Much More...
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Keyboard and mouse
Wasd Or Arrow Keys - to Move the Spaceships.

left-click or spacebar - to shoot with the primary weapon.
right-click or E - to shoot with secondary weapon.

middle-mouse button or Q - to use the special.

Controller
Left analogue stick - to Move the spaceships.

A on gamepad - to shoot with the primary weapon.
B on gamepad - to shoot with secondary weapon.

X on gamepad - to use the special.
Right analog stick - to navigate on the menus.
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Title: Galaxy Annihilation
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Lunarhellgames
Publisher:
Lunarhellgames
Release Date: 28 Jul, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 - 8 - 10

Processor: Intel Pentium Dual Core E2220 or AMD Athlon 64 X2 5000+

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 9500 GT or Radeon HD 6450

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 150 MB available space

English,Italian
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A.R.E.S. Goes EXtinct

This is not a bad game, it is actually pretty decent. It looks great, has solid gameplay featuring some cool weapons, and decent
level design. However, it does suffer from being way too short and lacking difficulty. That is not why I'm not recommending
this game though. The reason is that they have an IMPROVED version for the SAME price now available! If you are interested
in this title, then stop now and head to the A.R.E.S. Extinction Agenda EX page!

. So impressive game~
The fairy-tale atmosphere and some parts which are toys , a child and mansions.
And easy game~
When the player meets some problems and can not find the solution from the puzzle~
Use or Click the lamp~. Asteroids made love to Omega Race and had a miraculous VR baby called sphereFACE. One of the
best VR experiences I've had. Criminally unknown because it's not aligned with a big name publisher. Must try this game if
you're serious about VR gaming.. You get what you paid for, 5K achievements at minimum price. If you\u2019re an
achievement hunter looking to increase the number of achievements on your profile showcase, then I highly recommend buying
this. Else don\u2019t waste your money. This is not a game, it\u2019s just a way of distributing achievements.. A very hard
game, but it is fun to play^^
The Soundtrack is nice!
Buy this game it\u00b4s just amazing! ; D. This title is not hard for me to rate: definitely NOT RECOMMENDED!

There are some positive aspects to this game. It tries to drag the player in by telling a story of remembering childhood
memories. And it pursues many different ways of engaging the player.

However, that being said, the last point is also the first big negative of the game as it appeared to me that the
developers couldn't really decide on what they want their game to be. As a player you are confronted with many
different game mechanics which severely interrupts the game flow and, as such, hinders immersion. Yet that
immersion would be particularly crucial to the goal of the game, namely to evoke aforementioned childhood memories.

On top of that, the techinal execution is definitely sub-par, and at times exceptionally gruesome! Escpecially the part
where you play a rabbit I found it almost impossible to direct that rabbit where I wanted it due to the camera\/controls.
While that part has a third person perspective, the controls are relative to the orientation of the rabbit. That wouldn't
be a problem if the camera was firmly positioned behind the rabbit but (of course) the developer chose to automatically
adjust the camera perspective so slowly that this game section basically became a test of my patience.

There are many more buggy parts and all in all no part of this game except the office sequences appeared to me to be
really finished or properly playtested. Finally, it took me little over 1.5 hours to complete the game (with one or two
achievements appearing to be bugged). So I would not say that it is worth 8.19\u20ac.

My final verdict: the developers most definitely are very creative people but unfortunately they lack the technical
proficiency and\/or the artistical understanding to reach the assumed goal of this game, i.e. to evoke fond memories in
the player and to reflect on his\/her current state by guiding him\/her through childhood memories that are sprinkled
with an enjoyable amount of puzzling. At this state the game feels like chores most of the time.

PS: If you are looking for a game that does everything right in the mentioned respects get The Gardens Between. It is
almost double the price but it surely is a hundred times better!. Good video game.. Next to the Age of Charlemagne add-
on, this is the culture-pack to get. Having started out either building an army and having revolts on my hands, or trying
to remian at peace and having neighbors harrasing me, this was where I should have begun to understand the dynamics
of this game. The Picts have got to be one of the best groups since you are buffered by the Caledonians, and a natural
ally of the Ebdanians (Oirish), and you get a chance to start working with the politics, technologies and building up a
city without getting clobbered consistantly. With very little effort, you can unite with the other two factions and take
over all of Britain, and then start hitting the mainland. The mix of combatants is excellent and gives a completly
unique feel to the combat possibilities. You can carry on raids, ambushes, sieges while using the seas for hit and run
raids, so it's the best of all worlds medieval. Allying with large armies of Caledonians is great, since if you are new you
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get a feel for the tactics and can make goofy mistakes without losing your army. All in all this culture-pack is like a
game within the game, and really is a great learning tool plus a lot of fun if you like crazy units in combat and slash
and burn raids.. I played this for about 2 hours before wondering what the heck I was doing with my life.. Definitely
recommend that you get this, even if it's the only DLC you get. The levels are challenging (plus you get three new
Endless maps) and the new enemies a fairly unique mechanically (I'll let you figure out what they do for yourself).
Though not for the faint of heart when it comes to singleplayer nightmare, victory (and five skulls) are still possible. So
to be more specific, here are some pros and cons from my playtime.

PROS
-Two new monsters with unique mechanics
-Three new campaign levels
-Three new Endless mode maps
-A new weapon (Dwarven Missile Launcher)
-A new trap (Spike Wall)
-A new trinket (Guardian Trinket)
-Two new character costumes (Backdraft for Warmage and Skull Ninja for Sorceress)
-Needless to say, everything above looks great and works well, being fairly balanced.

CONS
-Though not necessarily a complaint (I do love a challenge), the last two levels were quite obviously designed around the
co-op game mode (which is great). Unfortunately, this means that they can be extremelly difficult in singleplayer (at
least on Nightmare difficulty). Their not impossible just difficult. You have been warned. Don't let it keep you from
getting this DLC, though.

Other than that, nothing else comes to mind. Get it, play it alone, play it with a friend, and enjoy! And with the new
cosmetics, you can look snazzy while doing it.
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This is how you do a multiplayer game!
Great variety, a charming aesthetic, well rounded controller support, up to 8 players local and all that for a very small price.
This is game design done right! I'm very glad I made this purchase and can wholeheartedly recommend.. Okay I gave this game
a legitimate play. I also have it for Xbox (thanks to Kitty Skies video :D)

I didn't have any problems like people before me with black screen.

Game maybe dont have best visuals but after some time is definitely addicting. Gamemodes, levels, characters it all fits well
together.

It's 1-4 players. No online.

But its cool as hell, and have a lot of popculture easter eggs in it. A Sloth in a Bruce Lee yellow outfit! sic!

Honestly - its fun game and with a bro to challenge you - tons of laugh and fun.. A good game. A few bad translations to
English, but all in all, this game is pretty entertaining and with an unexpected ending. Totally recommended.. So many game
breaking bugs its not even funny. Played for 1 hour, lost 4 game saves due to hire glitch - I'm talkin, over 4 BILLION hired
employees in the STARTER building. Come on it only fits 126. Dropped my cash like a sack of potatoes and i had 205% of the
employable workforce according to the summary. and various other mysterious money to 0 situations. Even through there was
no situation i put myself in to lose any money at all. Just bugged to hell. not even worth the $5 i paid in summer sale. Avoid like
the plague.. This train really does require the steam sounds supreme pack as the smoke is rubbish and the whistle is pathetic i
know how the whistle is as i have blown it myself. I really wanted to like this game, but I'm partially colourblind, and there are
far too many similar colours for me to be able to easily differentiate between them, making the game essentially unplayable :-(.
Having problems running the game, I'm assuming it's a graphics issue, but even dropping all settings to lowest doesn't help. Also
it has crashed every time I've tried playing (not sure if issues are related), haven't even been able to finish tutorial because of
this. Contacted support two weeks ago but haven't heard back from them yet.

Seems like a decent concept, but haven't been able to play enough to find out. If they ever get back to me or I can fix it on my
own, and they add VS AI mode, I'll probably change this to a recommend, but until then, I just can't. I should probably get a
refund, but I'm starved for RTS and I got it on sale ::shrug::. great songs. worth it.. good work, thanks!
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